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full expression, at the expense of parliamentary organization
and governmental stability. In a regime where the Deputy was
intended to be the controleur of Ministers, scores of Deputies
were abundantly free to exercise their powers arbitrarily. It
was often boasted that every nuance of public opinion, how-
ever subtle, could find expression in parliament. What mat-
tered more was that every special interest, however local and
exclusive, could encumber national politics with its demands.1
The regular means of exerting such power was through the
device of Interpellation, or challenge. Any Deputy or Senator
could call upon a Minister to explain his policy as regards any
particular issue. A general debate followed, and this debate
had to end with a resolution or general vote, before proceeding
with the ordre dujour, or business of the day. Should the resolu-
tion go against the government, the ministry was expected to re-
sign: and during the first fifty years of the Republic, three out of
every five ministries resigned over an adverse ordre dujour. The
device served excellently to sacrifice ministerial stability to
parliamentary control over policy, and was one main plank in
the structure of parliamentary, rather than cabinet, sovereignty
during the Third Republic.2
1	The suggested distinction between what Thibaudet calls 'parties
of  interests'  on  the  Right  and 'parties  of ideas'  on  the  Left
has little real substance in fact. The Action frangaise ideology is as
absolute as the Communist, and the sectional interests appealed to by
Socialists and Communists are no less real than the interests appealed
to by the U.R.D. or the Democratic Alliance. All parties appealed
equally to the combination of interests and ideas best calculated to
win them active support among electors and readers.
2	On the methods of parliamentary control over the executive
see J. Barthelemy: Le Gouvernement de la France (1939), Chapter VII.
The other two methods in addition to interpellation (inquest and
question) were less important: inquest because, though elaborate and
formidable in procedure, it was seldom used; question because,
though abundantly used, it was usually concerned with details of
administration rather than general policy. Formal printed questions
and answers in the Journal Officiel might number as many as 5,000 in
a year. Interpellation, in either Chamber or Senate, was the regular
method of control over ministers and the Government's general policy.

